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Let E=V/L be a complex torus, where V is an w-dimensional complex
vector space and L a lattice of V. Let H be a Hermitian form on V and A the im-
aginary part of H. Then A is an JE-bilinear alternating form on V. We say
that H is a Rίemann form of signature (s, r) for the torus E if
(a) H is non-degenerate and of signature (s, r)
(b) A is integral valued on the lattice L.
To a Riemann form H we associate a factor
(i) Λ.Ψ& *) =
with g eL, #eF, where £[ ]=exp2τrf and ψ is a map from L to C* =
{*e C 1 1*| = 1} satisfying ψ(#+ A)=^fe)^(A)f I — -4fe, A) 1 the function <ψ being
called a semi-character of L for A.
The factor /^
ψ
: Lx V-^>C* satisfies the equation
> *) =jH.*(g, h+z)JH^(ht z) ,
where £, AeL, *e V.
Given the factor JH^ we define an action of the lattice group L on VxC
by the rule
where #eF, feC and ^ eL. The action of L on FxC is free and the
quotient of VxC by L has a natural structure of a holomorphic line bundle
over the complex torus E= V/L. We shall denote this line bundle by F(H, Λ/Γ).
The following vanishing theorem for the cohomology of F(H, -v/r) is well-
known [2, 4]: If H is a Riemann form of signature (sy r), then we have
H\E, F(H, ψ)) = 0
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for gΦr (for a proof see Appendix 2 of this paper).
In particular if r=0, namely if H is positive definite, Hq(E, F(H, ψ))=0
except for q=Q and H°(E, F(Hy ψ)) is identified with the space of all holomor-
phic theta functions on V for the factor JH,ψ Replacing H by a suitable positive
interger multiple of H, if necessary, these theta functions define a holomorphic
imbedding of E into a complex projective space. A complex torus which
admits a positive definite Riemann form is called an abelian variety. There exist
complex tori which are not abelian varieties but which admit Riemann forms
of signature (s, r) with $>0 and r>0 (see Appendix 1). For such a complex
torus E, there exists no non-trivial theta function. However, there exists the
non-trivial intermediate conomology group Hr(E, F(H, ψ)) with 0<r<w.
The purpose of this paper is to give an interpretation of the intermediate
cohomology group Hr(E, F(H, ψ)). Namely we associate to a Riemann form
H of signature (sy r) a family of polarized abelian varieties (Eb, Hb) parametrized
by elements b of the Hermitian symmetric space 3$= U(H)IK, where U(H) is
the unitary group of the Hermitian form H and K is a maximal compact sub-
group of U(H). Here Eb is of the form Eb= Vb\L^ where Vb is an n-dimensional
complex vector space with the same underlying real vector space as V and
with a complex structure Jb distinct from that of V and parametrized by bξΞfβ
and Hb is a positive definite Riemann form for Eb whose imaginary part is equal
to A. We then assign a family of line bundles F(Hb, ψ) over Eb for each b.
Finally we shall show that there exists a canonically defined isomorphism from
Hr(E, F(H, ψ)) to H°(Eb, Fb> ψ )) for each b. We also see that there exists a
family Φb of differentiate imbedding of E into a complex projective space
which is partially holomorphic and partially antiholomorphic.
It should be mentioned that C.L. Siegel [3] has associated to an indefinite
quadratic form a family of theta series parametrized by a symmetric space. It is
possible to interpret SiegeΓs family of theta series as a subfamily of the family
{H°(EbJ F(Hb, ψ))} of theta functions attached to a certain complex torus E
and a Riemann form H related with the given indefinite quadratic form.
1. A Riemann form of signature (s, r) and a family of polarized
abelian varieties
Let E=V/L be a complex tours, where V is an w-dimensional complex
vector space and L a lattice of V. We shall denote by W the underlying 2n-
dimensional real vector space of V and by J the complex structure of W defining
the complex vector space V.
Let H be a non-degenerate Hermitian form on V of signature (s, r), where
s-{-r=n. We denote by A the imaginary part of H. Then we have
H(u, v) = A(Ju, v)+iA(u, v), u,v<=W.
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We assume that the alternating Λ-bilinear form A to be integral valued onLxL
and we call H a Riemann form of signature (s, r) for the complex tours E.
We shall denote by U(H) the unitary group of the Hermitian form H.
A basis B= {v
ίy •••, vn} of V is said to be a privileged basis for H if the matrix of
H with respect to the basis B is of the form
where l
s
 and \
r
 denote the unit matrix of size s and r respectively.
The group U(H) acts simply transitively on the set of all privileged bases
for H. We denote by Vι(B) and V2(B) the subspaces of Vspanned by {vly •••, vs}
and {v
s
+!, •••,#„} respectively. Then we have
(2) W=V1(B)@V2(B).
We say that two privileged bases B and Br are equivalent, B~B', if Vi(B)=
Vi(B') for ί=l,2. We shall denote by 33 the set of equivalence classes of
priveleged bases for H. Then the group U(H) acts transitively on % and 33
is identified with the Hermitian symmetric space U(H)/K, where K is a maximal
compact subgroup of U(H).
Let έe33 and let B be a privileged basis representing b. We define a
linear transformation Jb of PF by requiring
/,=/ on V,(B)
and
/,= -/ on V2(B).
We have Jb = — l and hence /5 defines a complex structure on W. We shall
denote by Vb the complex vector space defined by W and /A.
Define the symbol £k(k=l, 2, •••, ri) by
*-l-ι.
If B= {vl9 •••, vn} is a privileged basis representing i, then we have
We also have H(vk, vj)=£k δkj and since H(vky Vj)=A(Jvk, v^)-{-iA(vki Vj), we get
A(vk, Vj)=Q and A(Jvk, v?)=εk §kj. It follows from these that the decomposi-
tion (2) is orthogonal for A and also for H. We have also A(JbuίJbv)=A(u, v)
for u,v^W. For let u=u1+u2) v-=vl+v2 with ult ^ e ^ (.B) and w2, ϊ;2e V2(B).
Then Ju^Ju!—Ju2 and Jbv-=Jvγ—]v2 and /f/!, /z;^ ^ (5) and >2, >2^ ^ 2(^)
Hence A(JbuJbv)=A(JulJv1)+A(Ju2Jv2)=A(u1> v1)+A(u2) v2). We can then
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define a Hermitian form Hb on the complex vector space Vb by
Hb(u, v) = A(Jbu, v)+iA(uy v).
Then the imaginary part of Hb is A and we have Hb(vk, v^=A(Jbvk, Vj)+
iA(vkί Vj)=£kA(Jvk, v)=Slδkj=Skj. This means that B is an orthonormal basis
of Vb for the Hermitian form Hb and in particular Hb is positive definite and the
decomposition (2) of W is also orthogonal for Hb.
Let now
Et=VtIL.
Then Hb is a positive definite Riemann form for Eb and hence Eb is an
abelian variety. Thus we have associated to a complex torus E and a Riemann
form H of signature (s, r) a family of polarized abelian varieties (Eb, Hb) para-
metrized by b<=$= U(H)IK.
We need the following lemma in the next section.
Lemma. We have
H(u,v)=Hb(u,v) for u
and
H(uyv)=-Hb(v,u) for
For we have Hb(u,v)=A(Jbuί v)-\-iA(u,v) and Jbu=Ju orjbu=—ju according
2. The cohomology group Hr(E, F(H, \ ))
We associate to the Riemann form H of signature (s, r) for E the factor JH^
defined by (1) and the line bundle F(H, ψ) over E. For the cohomology groups
of F(H, ψ) we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1. (i) We havt, H9(E, F(Hy ψ))=0/or q^r.
(ii) Let (zly •••, zn) be the coordinates of the complex vector space Vdetermined
by a privileged basis B of V for the Hermitian form H. Then Hr(E, F(H, ψ))
is identified with the ccmplex vector space of all C°° functions f tn V satisfying the
following conditions:
1) f is a differentiable theta function for the factor JHtψ\ namely we have
f(*+g) = Λ.ψfo g) β/Wι *^V,
and
J—+πz,+J f=Q for ;e[
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The assertion (i) in Theorem 1 is a well-known vanishing theorem due to
Mumford. We shall give a proof of Theorem 1 in the Appendix 2 based on
the harmonic theory.
We denote by H(E) the space of C°° functions / on W satisfying the above
conditions (1) and (2) to make explicit its dependence of the condition (2) on
the choice of the privileged basis B. We show that if B and Br are equivalent,
then we have H(B)=H(B'). In fact, let (#ί, •••, z'
n
] be the coordinates of F deter-
mined by B'. Then we have
and
where the matrices (ai}) and (bi}) are both unitary. We get
/*\ 9/ V^/y 9/ /L ι ...
 c
\
V / —ZΓ — ^J ik—ZΓ \ — y y ύ)
and
t/x»s_μ^ » x ιyχss + , * x
where (b'ki) is the inverse matrix of (bki). Since (iΛί) is unitary, we have (b'ki)=
\bkt) and hence b(i=bik Hence we get
f**\ 9/ -L^^ ..f=^l
From (*) and (**) we get H(B)=H(Br). Hence we can denote the space of
C°° functions / satisfying (1) and (2) by H(b\ δe3δ.
Consider now the family of polarized abelian varieties (Eb, Hb) (όej8)
defined in §1. We have the factor Jffbtψ: Lx Vb-+C* defined by
jjHte, g)]
where g^L and u^ Vb this is because the imaginary part of Hb is equal to A
for any b. Let .F(/^ , i/r) be the line bundle over Eb associated with the factor
Jffb ψ. Since Hb is positive definite, we have H
g(Eb, F(Hb, ψ))=0 for gΦO and
H°(Eb, F(Hb, ψ)) is identified with the complex vector space of all holomorphic
theta functions on Vb for the factor J f f b f ψ .
Let pi\ W-*Vi(B) (i=\, 2) be the projection of W onto V^E) with respect
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to the decomposition (2) of W and let
φb(u) = exp [-πHb(p2(u\ p2(u))] .
We have
Φb(u+g) = φb(u) exp L(u, g), utΞ
where
L(u,g) = -*[
Let θ be a holomorphic theta function on Vb for the factor /ffί>ψ and let
f=φb θ
We show that the function / satisfies the conditions (1) and (2) in Theorem 1,
i.e.f(ΞH(b). We have
[L(u, g)+πHb(u, g)+ - Hb(g, g)] .
Since the decomposition (2) is orthogonal for Hb we get
πHb(u, £)+- Hb(g, g) = πHb(Pl(u), p^+πH^u), p2(g))+ -
+~ H0(p2(g), p2(g)) and hence L(u, g}+πHb(u, g)+ ^  Hb(g, g)
= π[Hb(p1(u),p1(g))-H,,(P2(g),p2(u))]+ [Ht(Pl(g), Λ(g))-ίΓ,(ftfe), P2(g))\
From Lemma at the end of § 1 and from the orthogonality of the decomposition
(2) for H we see that the left hand side of the above equality is equal to πH(u,
). Hence we get f(u+g) =f(u) ψ(g) exp [*H(u,g)+±H(g,g)]=
f(u}jH>ψ(g> u) which shows that / is a differentiate theta function for the factor
Jff.Ψ
Now let B be any privileged basis representing b and let (z^ •••., z
n
) be the
coordinates of V determined by B. Then B is also an orthonormal basis of Vb
for the Hermitian form Hb and let (wly •••, wn) be the coordinates of Vb deter-
mined by B. Then as functions on W we have
zi = wi for ίe[l, j],
«.+,• = «?.+! for ίe[l, r].
Since ^ is a holomorphic function on Fft we have
!?- = O f for
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and hence
If z/= 2 **«>*> *en jp2(«)= Σ *,+<iVι-, and hence Hb(p2(u)y p2(u))= Σ I *.+,• 1 2 and
*-l $=1 i=l
SO
We see easily that we have -4r=0 for ι*e[l, s] and -^ - +τr0
s+//=0 and hencedZi dz
s+i
/belongs to H(b). Analogously we can see that if / is a function belonging to
H(b), then the function θ defined by θ(u)=f(u) φb(u)~1 is a holomorphic theta
function on Vb for the factor/^ ψ and moreover the map/->0 defines a bijection
of H(b) onto the space H\Eby F(H0, ψ)) of holomorphic theta functions on Vb
for the factor Jffb^. Since #(6) is canonically isomorphic to Hr(E, F(H, ι|r))
by Theorem 1, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let H be a Riemann form of signature (s, r) for a complex torus
E and let F(H, ψ) be the holomorphic line bundle over E associated with the factor
JH,Ψ defined by (1). Let (Eb, Hb) and (F(Hb, ψ)) be the family of polarized abelian
varieties and the family of line bundles over each Eb parametrized by b^ffi. Then
there exists a canonical isomorphism of Hr(E, F(H, ψ)) onto H°(Eb, F(Hb,
In particular, we have
, F(H, ψ)) = dimH\E0, F(Hb,
and since the imaginary part of Hb is equal to the imaginary part A of H, we
have dimH\Eb, F(Hb, ^))=^, •••, en, where ely •••, en are the elementary divisors
of the integral valued alternating form A on L X L. Thus we get also
dim Hr(E, F(H, ψ )) = el - en .
Let N+l=dimHr(E, F(H, ψ) and let (/0,/ι, — ,Λ) be a basis of the complex
vector space H(b) which is canonically isomorphic to Hr(Ey F(H, ψ). The map
w->[/0(w): ••• :fN(u)] defines a differentiate map Φ from W into the complex
projective space PN. Since each f{ is a diίferentiable theta function on W for
the factor J f f t ψ , the map Φ defines a map Φ from E= V\L into P
N
.
Let θi=φb f i for /e [0, N]. Then we have:
[Θ0(u): θ,(u): .- : θ^u)} = [f0(u): /&): ... :fN(u)} .
It follows from this that Φ defines a holomorphic map from Eb= Vb/L to P
N
. We
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may assume without loss of generality that Φ is a holomorphic imbedding
(this can be achieved by replacing H by 3H and ψ by ψ>3). Then Φ defines
a differentiable imbedding of E into PN. Let (z
ίy •••, zn) be the coordinates on
V corresponding to a privileged basis of V for H. Then these coordinates de-
fine local coordinates of the complex torus E at each point of E. Since Φ is
holomorphic as a map from Eb into P
N
9 we see that Φ is holomorphic in
#!, •••, z
s
 and anti-holomorphic in #
s+1, •••, zn. Thus we get the following
theorem.
Theorem 3. Let H be a Riemann form of signature (s, r) for a complex torus
E. Then the cohomology group Hr(E, F(3H, ψ3)) of the holomorphic line bundle
F(3Hy ψ3) defines a differentiable imbedding of E into the complex projectίve space
PN with JV+l=dim Hr(E, F(3H, <ψ>3)) which is holomorphic in zl9 •••, zs and anti-
holomorphic in z
s+1, •-,#„, where (zly ••-,#„) are the coordinates of the complex
vector space V determined by a privileged basis for H.
Appendix 1. We give here an example of a complex 2-torus which is
not an abelian variety and which admits a Riemann form or signature (1,1).
Let
These vectors are linearly independent over R and they geneiate a lattice L
ofC2.
The matrix J0 of the complex structure of C
2
 with respect to the basis
{ωly ω2, ω3, ωj of C2 over R is of the form
/β = (° /]
where
7ι =
and
Let A be an alternating Λ-bilinear form on C2 X C2 which is integral valued
on L X L and let A0 be the matrix of A with respect to the basis {ωt} and write
( Λ Λ\
 p_( 0 A / 0 g\
Λ
~U'P2 PSJ Λ~U oj P'-U oj,
where /) and q are integers and P2 is an integral 2x2 matrix.
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The alternating foim A is the imaginary part of a Riemann form if and
only if the Λ-bilinear form S on C2XC2 defined by S(u,v)=A(iu,v) is sym-
metric and non-degenerate. Let S0 be the matrix of S with respect to {ω,}.
Then we have S^J^A^. We see easily that the condition that S0 is symmetric
is equivalent to the set of the following three conditions: (a) Pιjι=—*Jfs',
(b) P2/2 is symmetric; (c) *P2]ι is symmetric. The conditions (b) and (c)
are both equivalent to the single condition that P2 is to be of the form
-C ")\0 a)
The condition (a) is equivalent to the conditionpd=q, where d=—\/lQ—3 and
p and q are integers and so (a) is equivalent to the condition p=q=0.
Thus we reached the conclusion that S0 is symmetric if and only if A0 is
the form
*
where #ΦO is an integer and 12 denote the 2x2 unit matrix. Then S0 takes
the form
_/-«/a o \
~ V 0 ajj
and S0 is a non-singular matrix. However S0 is not definite because the sym-
metric matrix Jl is not definite. Thus A can be the imaginary part of a Rie-
mann form if and only if A0 is of the form (*) and when this is the case, the
corresponding Riemann form is not definite but of signature (1,1). Hence
E=C2/L provides an example of a complex torus which is not an abelian variety
and which admits a Riemann form of signature (1,1).
Appendix 2. Since the second assertion in Theorem 1 is an essential
part of this article we give a proof of Theorem 1 in this appendix.
Let H be a Riemann form of signature (s, r) for a complex torus E= V/L
and Jfftψ the factor defined by (1) and F(H, ψ) the holomorphic line bundle
associated with JH^. Let D
q
 be the vector space of all F(Hy ι/r)-valued differen-
tial forms of type (0, q) on E. Then the cohomology group H(E, F(H, -ψ )) of
E with coefficient in the sheaf of germs of holomorphic sections of F(H9 ι|r) is
n
isomorphic to the cohomology group of the complex D=J£Dg, where the
?=0
coboundary operator is given by rf"(or 5). On the other hand, there exists a
canonical identification of an F(H, -ψ^-valued (0, g)-form a on E with a (0, q)-
form φ on V (of class C°°) satisfying the condition that
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, where Tg denotes the translation of V by g. Then d"φ also satisfies the
same condition (*) and d"a is identified with d"φ. Denote by A9 the vector
space of all (0, g)-form on V (of class C°°) satisfying the condition (*). Then
the cohomology group H(E, F(H, Λ|T)) is isomorphic to the cohomology group
of the complex A=^ Aq, where the coboundary operator is given by d" . Notice
that A° is the vector space of all differentiable theta functions on V. Let
(#!, •••,#„) be coordinates on V. Then a (0, g)-form is expressed uniquely in
the form
φ = -7 Σ φjdzj ,
ql J
where J=(jι, *">Λ) *s a multi-index and each φ/ is alternating in the indices
and dzj = dzj
ι
/\ /\dzj
ς
. Since dzj is invariant by translation, φ satisfies
the condition (*) if and only if each component φj belongs to A°.
Lemma 1. Letf, g^A° and let </,£> be defined by
</>£>(«) = /(«)£(«) ^ P [~*H(u, «)]
/or «sF. ΓAβ« the function </,^ > tί invariant by the translation Tg for any
We can verify the lemma by a straightforward computation.
We may consider </, £> as function on the torus E= V/L.
Corollary of Lemma 1. Iff, g e AQ, then
\f(u)\\g(u)\<CexpπH(u,u)
for any u&V, where C is a positive constant.
Let us choose a positive definite Hermitian form G and let
Let
dV = — det
the volume element on F determined by G. The volume element rfF is in-
variant by translation and so it defines a translation invariant volume element
dv on E such that π*dv=dV9 where π: V^>E is the canonical projection. We
define the inner product (f,g), where/, g^A0y by
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where P is a fundamental paralleltop for the lattice L, or equivalently by
regarding <(/, g> as function on E.
Let us write
H =
and introduce covariant derivations D*, Z>" (/=!, * ,w) by the formula
(Dίf)(*) =
We can show without difficulty that if /e^l0, then we have Dίf, D'i'f&A* for
/=!,•••, n. We have also the following formulas:
Φϊf,
OZi
Integralating both sides of the equalities and using the Green's theorem we
obtain
(D'i'f,g)+(f,D'g) = 0,
and ίe[l, n].
Denote by gij the (/, j)-entry of the inverse matrix of the Hermitian matrix
and let
where I=(il9 -, iq) and/=(/Ί* " >Λ)
For φ, ψ&A9, we define the function <<p, Λ/Γ> by
/ , v 1
Then <?>, ι/r> is invariant by the translation Tg(g^L) and we define the inner
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product (φ, τ/r) by
There exists the adjoint operator b for the operator d"\ Ag-*Aq+l so that we
have
(rf'V, ψ) = (φ,
for φ^A9 2.ndψ(=Aq+l
We define the Laplacian Π by
Then Π is an operator from Aq to Aq for all q and a (0, g)-form φ^Aq is said to
be harmonic if Π<p=0. Each element of the cohomology group H9(A) of the
complex A is represented by a unique harmonic form. In this sense we can say
that each element of the cohomology group Hq(E, F(Hy -ψ*) is represented by
a unique harmonic form. Thus we may identify Hq(E, F(H, ψ)) with the vector
space of all harmonic forms in Aq. We now introduce the following notation.
For /=(/ι, •••, ig+i), I
u
 will denote the multi-index (ily •••, iu, •• ,ίί+1), where
the index i
u
 under Λ is omitted. We also introduce the operator D" by
We can prove the following three formulas.
A) Let φ^Aq. Then the components (dffφ)j, I=(h, —,/
ί+ι) of
is given by the formula
B) Let ψ^Aq+1. Then the component (bψ)/, J=(j\, — ιj f f), of b v/r is
given by the formula
where ;7=Q',/ι, ,Λ)
C) Let φ^Aq. Then the component (Π0>)/ of Π9>^^49 is given by the
formula
(Πφ), = -(Σ /)"/)Γ) 9»/+» Σ (-i)"+1 Σ (Σ AJ^/.
, = 1 « = 1 ί = l * = 1
where //„=(!, h, — , ι
u) — , ίff).
We omit the proof of these formulas. Similar formulas had been proved
in [1] in a somewhat different context, but the proof can be carried out quite
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similarly.
Up to this point the choices of the coordinates (zl9 •••, zn) and the positive
definite Hermitian form G = Σ £,-,#,£,• are arbitrary. From now on we choose
ij
privileged coordinates (z
ίy ••-,#„) for the Hermitian form H so that we have
and hence we have A t ; =0 for ί Φj and //,-,—£,• (the symbol £, being defined in
§ 1). We choose G such that
a
where a>0 (cf. [4]). Then we have £ι;=0 for ίΦi and
.. _ f a for ίe[l,ί]
^ ~ ~ j 1 for ίe[H-l, n}.
Then we have ( °> '*/
I
*
 ;
 I ( —1, i=y and i^[s+lyn]
Let
__ J Λ for ίe[l, ί]
α
* ~" ( —1 for ίe[ί+l, n].
n
 n
Then we have Σ (Σlgik^ki }φn —(— l)*+1tft ^/ and we get: = \ I.— Λ U \
= -(ΣD"l
1=1 k
where
D" = g^D'i (not summed).
From this we obtain
Since the first term of the right hand side is non-negative, we get
((Ώφ)ι, φί) ^  ^  α(/) (9>/, 9>/)
where we put
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Let us denote by 7V(resρ. M) the number of indices i
u
 such that i
u
<s (resp.
i
u
>s). Then by the definition of ak, we have
a(I) = a N-M.
For the multi-index / we may assume that these q indices are distinct, otherwise
we get 9?/=0. Suppose q>r. Then at least one of the indices i
u
 must be less
than or equal to s and hence N^l. Then we get
Choose a such that a>r. Then we have α(/)>0 for q>r.
Suppose the Π^=0, where φ^Aq with q>r. Then
0 = ((Oφ
r
), φr)^πa(I) (φf, ψj]
with #(/)>(). Hence we must have (φl9 φf) = 0 and hence φI = 0 for any /
and this means φ=Q. This shows that H\A)==0 and hence Hq(E, F(H, ψ))=0
for q>r.
On the other hand, by the Serre duality, we have
Hq(E, F(H, ψ))^HH-q(Ey K®F*) ,
where K is the canonical line bundle of E and F* is the dual of F(H9 ψ). It is
easy to see that F*^F(—H, φ'1) and — H is of signature (r, s). Moreover since
E is a complex torus, K is a trivial bundle and so we get
H\Ey F(H3 ψ))«#"-«(tff F(-H, φ-1)) .
Since —H is of signature (r, ί), we get from what we have already proved that
Hn~q(E, F(—H, φ~l))=Q whenever n—q>s or whenever n—s = r>q. Thus we
get H9(E, F(Hj ^))=0 for q<r and these prove the first assertion in Theorem 1.
Consider now that case q=r, φ^Ar and Π<P = 0. Even in this case we
get a(I)^a— r>0 except in the case where all of the r indices in / are greater
than s, namely except in the case where /is a permutation of (s+1, •••, n). Then
we get 9>/=0 for each / which is not a permutation of (s+l, •••, n) and φ is of
the form
(**) φ=fdzM/\ /\dzu9
where /=9Vn. ,ι.
Conversely let 9> be a (0, r)-form on V of the type (**) belonging to Ar.
Then /e ^ 4° and we have
. = 0 for i
σi.
and
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where /=(/ι, - ,ί
r
-ι) K ^Φ^+l, * >^> •">w) for some w, (ί, /) cannot be a
permutation of (s+1, " ,w) and φir=0 and hence (b<£>)/=0. If I=(s-\-l, •••,
$, •••, n) for some w, then
Therefore we have
b^ = 0^±Z>ί/=0 for u = s+l, — , w .
It follows from our definition of the operator Z)£ and from the fact A t y=δ/;. ,^
we see that
We have thus proved that the space of harmonic (0, r)-form φ in ^4r consists
of all the (0, r)-form φ on V of the form
where
1) / is a differentiable theta function for the factor
2) §£=.
and
a,r }.f=Q for
Then we can identify the cohomology group Hr(A) with the vector space of
functions / satisfying the conditions 1) and 2) and this proves the second asser-
tion in Theorem 1.
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